Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) is useful to assist with identification of the source of a biological sample, or to confirm matrilineal relatedness. Although the autosomal genome is much larger, mtDNA has an advantage for forensic applications of multiple copy number per cell, allowing better recovery of sequence information from degraded samples. In addition, biological samples such as fingernails, old bones, teeth and hair have mtDNA but little or no autosomal DNA. The relatively low mutation rate of the mitochondrial genome (mitogenome) means that there can be large sets of matrilineal-related individuals sharing a common mitogenome. The sizes of these sets is of central importance in assessing the weight of forensic mtDNA evidence.
Introduction
III, played an important role in establishing the bones as those of the king. However, in contrast 23 with popular reports of genetic evidence "proving" the identification, the mtDNA evidence was 24 not decisive, contributing a likelihood ratio (LR) of 478 towards an overall LR of 6.7 million in 25 favour of the identification [11] . Although that mitogenome was at the time unobserved in the 26 available databases, its observation in the skeleton meant that it was expected to exist in hundreds 27 and perhaps thousands of others. The public interest in the story led to multiple matches being 28 subsequently observed in contemporary individuals, raising the question of how many humans alive 29 today share this "royal" mitogenome?
We recently addressed similar questions for paternally-inherited Y chromosome profiles [12] . 31 Forensic Y profiles focus on a few tens of STR loci, but these can have a combined mutation rate 32 as high as 1 per 7 generations, much higher than the mutation rate for the entire mitogenome, 33 with estimates up to around 1 per 70 generations. We showed that the high mutation rate of Y 34 profiles has dramatic consequences for evaluating weight of evidence. For example, individuals with 35 matching Y profiles are related through a male-only lineage of up to a few tens of meioses. Further, 36 the number of males with a matching Y profile varies only weakly with population size, and since 37 the population size relevant to a forensic identification problem is typically unknown, it follows 38 that the concept of a match probability that can be useful for autosomal DNA profiles is of little 39 value for Y profiles. 40 Because of the lower mutation rate for the mitogenome, the situation is less extreme for mtDNA 41 profiles than for Y profiles. Here we describe the distribution of the number of individuals with 42 the same mitogenome as a randomly-chosen individual under three demographic scenarios and two 43 mitogenome mutation models, finding that the number is typically of the order of hundreds rather 44 than the tens that share a Y profile. The number of mitogenome matches is consequently more 45 sensitive to demographic factors than is the case for Y profiles, but it remains a small fraction 46 of the population relevant to a typical crime scenario. As we did previously for Y profiles, we 47 also describe the conditional distributions given database frequencies for the observed mitogenome, 48 assuming that the database is randomly sampled in the population. We show for example that a 49 mitogenome that is unobserved in a large database can be likely to exist in hundreds of individuals 50 in the population. We also show that individuals sharing a mitogenome are related, typically within 51 up to a few hundred meioses, which is much more distant than recognised relationships but still 52 much closer than the relatedness of random pairs of individuals in a large population. Therefore 53 the matching individuals may not be well-mixed in the population so that database statistics can 54 be an unreliable guide to the number of matching individuals in the population. Estimated quantiles for the solid curves in the middle column of Fig. 2 are given in Table 3 .
For the other two demographic scenarios under theÖversti mutation scheme [14], see Table A1 135 (300K constant) and Table 4 for quantiles.
The number of meioses separating individuals with matching mitogenomes ranges up to a few 139 hundred, and is almost never > 500 (Fig. 3) . This is close to unrelated for most practical purposes, 140 but random pairs of individuals are very unlikely to be related within 1,000 meioses, and so pairs 141 with matching mitogenomes are much more closely related than average pairs of individuals. Key 142 quantiles for the distributions of matching pairs are given in 
Discussion

146
Unfortunately, empirical mitogenome databases do not in practice represent random samples from 147 a well-defined population, making difficult any direct comparison with our simulation models.
148
However we have verified here that the haplotype diversity generated by our simulation models is 149 comparable with that observed in two real databases from large populations.
150
In our related paper on Y profile matching, we showed that because of the high mutation rates be randomly distributed in the population relevant to a typical crime scene. We argued that it 155 was therefore not appropriate to report a match probability (a special case of the likelihood ratio) 156 to measure the weight of evidence, even though likelihood ratios are central to the evaluation of 157 autosomal DNA profiles.
158
In the present paper we have shown that the situation for mtDNA evidence is intermediate 159 between Y and autosomal profiles. Because the whole-mitogenome mutation rate is an order of 160 magnitude smaller than the mutation rate for contemporary Y profiles, the number of individuals 161 matching a PoI is correspondingly larger, and varies more with demography. The unconditional 162 distribution (Table 2) is very similar for the two constant-size populations that differ in size by 163 a factor of four, but for the growing population the median number of matches is about twice 164 as big. As for the case of Y profiles, our simulation-based approach can easily take into account 165 information from a frequency database, although this requires the assumption that the database is 166 a random sample from the population, which is rarely the case in practice.
167
The mitolina software that we have presented here can be used to inform the evaluation of its limited informativeness when there are many rare mitotypes.
174
Limitations of our analysis include the range of demographic scenarios that we can consider, 175 and the difficulty in assessing which demographic scenario is appropriate for any specific crime.
176
Our assumption of neutrality is unlikely to be strictly accurate [22] , nor our assumption of a 177 generation time of 25 years, constant over generations. We used two mutation rate schemes [13, 14] 178 based on phylogenetic estimates, as no pedigree-based mutation rates were available for the entire 179 mitogenome. Some discrepancy has been noted between the two estimation methods [23] , and 180 the rate may have changed over time [24] . If contemporary pedigree-based mutation rates become 181 available we may be able to improve our mutation model, but that would not address the possibility 
